Use of lymph in cell culture to model hormonal and nutritional constraints on tumor growth in vivo.
Transformed BALB/3T3 cells, which proliferate without restraint in culture, consistently produce rapidly growing sarcomas when 10(5) or more cells are inoculated into nude mice but produce sarcomas, of widely varying latent periods and growth rates, or negatives when 10(4) or fewer cells are inoculated. In an attempt to simulate the in vivo constraints on tumor development, these cells were cultured on plastic surfaces in concentrations of lymph up to 100%. Calf lymph was less effective in supporting multiplication than calf serum at all concentrations up to about 50%. The rate of cell multiplication progressively decreased with increasing concentrations of both fluids above 50%. Nonetheless, rapid multiplication could be achieved even in 100% serum or lymph by supplementing them with the high concentrations of nutrients used in the synthetic medium MCDB 402. Supplementation of cystine and glutamine was essential for the growth-enhancing effects of the other nutrients. When the cells were suspended in agar, lymph was much less effective than serum in promoting colony formation even when both were supplemented with cystine and glutamine, or with all the constituents of the synthetic medium. We conclude that part of the low efficiency of tumor production and reduced growth rate of the transformed cells in mice resulted from a combination of (a) the paucity of growth factors in interstitial fluid, (b) the marked reduction in concentration of essential amino acids encountered by the cells in passing from culture into mice, and (c) the fact that cells multiplying in s.c. space do so without benefit of attachment to a solid substratum. Other factors, such as the growth inhibiting effects of direct contact with quiescent muscle and connective tissue cells, remain to be evaluated.